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Abstract: The main challenge of improving spark ignition (SI) engines to achieve ever increasing
thermal efficiencies and near-zero pollutant emissions today concerns developing turbulent combus-
tion under homogeneous ultra-lean premixed mixtures (HULP). This continuous shift of the lean
operation limit entails questions on the applicability limits of the combustion models used to date for
SI engine design and optimization. In this work, an assessment of flamelet-based models, widely
used in RANS SI engines simulations of premixed turbulent combustion, is carried out using an
open-source 3D-CFD platform to clarify the applicability limits on HULP mixtures. Two different
consolidated approaches are selected: the Coherent Flame Model (CFM) and the Flame Area Model
(FAM). Both methodologies are embedded by the authors into the same numerical structure and
compared against measurements over a simplified and controlled flame configuration, which is
representative of engine-like conditions. The experimental steady-state flame of type “A” of the
Darmstadt Turbulent Stratified Flame (TSF) burner is selected for the assessment. This configuration
is characterized by flame measurements over a strong shear and mixing layer between the central
high-speed CH4-air jet and the surrounding slow air co-flow, hence, it represents an interesting con-
trolled condition to study turbulent HULP mixtures. A comparison between computed results and
experimental data on trends of mean flow velocity, turbulence, temperature and mixture stratification
was carried out. This enabled us to assess that the investigated flamelet-based combustion models
failed in providing accurate and reliable results when the flame approaches turbulent HULP mixture
conditions, demonstrating the urgency to develop models able to fill this gap.

Keywords: ultra-lean combustion; premixed turbulent combustion; flamelet; CFD; RANS; CFM;
FAM

1. Introduction

The rapid evolution of the transport sector towards complete environmental sus-
tainability represents one of the major challenges that need to be overcome in the next
decades. The goal of achieving a climate neutral world by mid-century is laid out in the
Paris Agreement (PA), with the transport sector playing a leading role. In fact, several
countries have already deployed dedicated packages of proposals to reduce greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from the transport sector [1–4].

The spark-ignition (SI) engine represents one of the most interesting and feasible
solutions in powertrain technologies to meet such ambitious targets. Currently, SI engines
are under continuous improvement to achieve ever increasing thermal efficiencies as well
as near-zero pollutant emissions [5–7]. In this framework, the major challenge is to operate
the engine with homogeneous ultra-lean premixed (HULP) mixtures, which have the
potential to minimize thermal losses, avoid soot formation and cut NOx emissions, paving
the way for a further reduction in size and costs of the after-treatment system [8,9]. Recently,
some innovative solutions, such as the prechamber turbulent jet ignition (TJI), have shown
reduced combustion duration and increased lean operation limits when applied to HULP
mixtures [10–12].
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This continuous shift in the lean operation limit towards extremely high relative
air/fuel ratios (e.g., λ > 2 for methane–air mixtures [13]) entails questions on the appli-
cability limits of the numerical models used for SI engine design and optimization. In
this context, 3D-CFD RANS approaches are extensively used, thanks to their compromise
between limited computational efforts and accuracy of results [14,15]. The modeling of
the turbulent premixed combustion usually relies on the flamelet assumption [16–21]. This
hypothesis provides a great advantage from the modelling point of view because the re-
acting problem can be fully separated from the flame–turbulence interaction prediction.
Concerning this last topic, several strategies are commonly applied for SI engines simu-
lations: the Coherent Flame Model (CFM) proposed by Marble [16] and then developed
by several authors [18,22], Weller’s Flame Area Model (FAM) [19,23] and the G-equation
model from Peters [20,24].

However, a suitable assessment on HULP mixtures from the above flamelet-based
approaches need to be carried out in simpler experimental configurations than SI engines.
This is essential to detach the turbulent flame phenomenon from transient effects and/or
external influences (e.g., the wall temperature effect) characterizing an internal combustion
engine. Burners designed to stabilize premixed turbulent steady-state flames are suited for
this goal, and from the literature, we know that several configurations are available. The
turbulent stratified flame (TSF) burner of TU Darmstadt, characterised by three concentric
pipes operating at ambient conditions, allows us to study several premixed flame types
with unlimited optical access (open flame) and under controlled conditions [25]. The
Cambridge stratified swirl burner (SwB) provides a more complex configuration. Its open-
flame design, characterized by a central bluff-body together with a variable swirling flow,
tries to emulate the flow complexity and flame stabilization methods seen in practical
combustion systems [26,27].

In this work, an assessment of flamelet-based models used in RANS 3D-CFD simula-
tions for premixed turbulent combustion is carried out to clarify their applicability limits
for HULP mixtures. Two different consolidated approaches are selected: the Coherent
Flame Model (CFM) and the Flame Area Model (FAM). To ensure a consistent comparison,
both models are embedded into the same numerical structure used for SI engine simula-
tions and implemented by the authors in the LibICE code. LibICE is a set of solvers and
libraries based on the OpenFOAM® technology and recently applied for the simulation of
the spark-ignition combustion process in gasoline and natural gas engines [28,29].

The model assessment is carried out on the steady-state open flame type “A” operated
on the TSF burner (TSF-A) [25]. Despite the TSF-A configuration having been designed
for flames interacting with a limited fuel stratification without flow shear, the actual
experimental flame undergoes a relative air–fuel ratio varying from λ ≈ 1.1 to infinite
(pure air). This gradual stratification is also characterized by a significant turbulence
intensity level u′ induced by the interaction between the central high-speed premixed
CH4-air flow (≈10 m/s) with the surrounding slow air co-flow (≈0.1 m/s). Therefore,
through a numerical–experimental comparison in terms of mean flow velocity, turbulence,
temperature and mixture stratification, the TSF-A configuration lets us clarify the limit of
any RANS flamelet-based approach in predicting the existence of a flame front with respect
to local levels of λ and u′.

2. Approaches for Premixed Turbulent Combustion Modelling
2.1. The Coherent Flame Model

According to the available literature [18,22], the general architecture of the Coherent
Flame Model (CFM) is characterised by a normalised progress variable c equation [22]:

∂ρc̃
∂t

+∇ ·
(
ρŨc̃

)
−∇ · (µt∇c̃) = ρuS̃uΣ (1)

which simulates the flame propagation process, coupled with the following transport
equation for Σ [18,22]:
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∂ρΣ̃
∂t

+∇ ·
(
ρŨΣ̃

)
−∇ ·

(
µt∇

[
(ρΣ)

ρ

])
+
(
∇ · Ũ

)
ρΣ = SρΣ− DρΣ2

(2)

to model the flame–turbulence interaction.
In this work, the production S and destruction D terms of Equation (2) are modelled

according to a general approach. First, the Choi–Huh strategy [22] of different closures for
S and D between laminar and turbulent stages is selected. The applied formulations are:

• Laminar stage {
Slam = 2 ρu/ρb Su/rk

Dlam = 0
(3)

• Turbulent stage {
Sturb = ΓK u′/ltc
Dturb =

(
Su + C k1/2

)
/[b(1− b)]

(4)

For the laminar stage, the expression proposed in [22] is employed, with the early
flame kernel radius rk computed according to the 0-D model used in [29]. For fully turbulent
conditions, Dturb formula comes from the CFM-2b model version reported by Duclos [18],
while the production term Sturb is achieved by introducing the ITNFS model [18,30] on the
Choi–Huh CFM-2 source term [22]. Then, Equations (3) and (4) are blended into a single
general expression to model the laminar-to-turbulent flame transition:{

S = α [(1− f ) Slam + f Sturb] + Aik ∂Ũk/∂xi

D = β [(1− f ) Dlam + f Dturb]
(5)

where α and β are model constants that need a suitable calibration.
The averaging parameter 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 is used to model the flame evolution from laminar

( f = 0) to turbulent ( f → 1) features, and it is computed according to [29]. The term
Aik ∂Ũk/∂xi is introduced to consider the Σ production from the flame stretch caused by
mean flow gradients [18,31]. In case of isotropic turbulence, for the sake of simplicity, the
same constant value can be assumed for each Aik term after a proper calibration.

Simplified ignition approaches [29], as well as more detailed methodologies [32–34],
can be included into the numerical model structure implemented by the authors. However,
the ignition model details are not discussed here because the present work is focused on
steady-state flames.

The correlation proposed by Gulder [35] is selected for the unstrained laminar flame
speed Su estimation. Even though this semi-empirical correlation is restricted by the
validity limits of pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio, its application to open
flames (ambient conditions) in the context of HULP mixtures could artificially extend the
lean operation limit. Figure 1 shows a comparison between Gulder’s correlation and the
tabulation approach based on a GRI-Mech 3.0 kinetic mechanism [36,37] for the laminar
flame speed estimation at ambient conditions of CH4-air mixtures. As can be observed,
close to the flammability limit (φ < 0.4), the correlation proposed by Gulder overestimates
the Su value with respect to tabulation strategy, yielding an artificial extension of the lean
operation limit.
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Figure 1. Estimation of the laminar flame speed Su value as a function of the fresh CH4-air mixture
equivalence ratio φ at ambient conditions (p = 1.01325 bar; T = 300 K): comparison between Gulder’s
correlation and a tabulation approach with the GRI-mech 3.0 mechanism.

The tabulated kinetics approach proposed in [36] is chosen to compute the chemical
composition of the reacting fuel–air mixture. Similar to [29], only the chemical composition
of burned and unburned gases is retrieved from the lookup table at equilibrium conditions
because the reaction rate from premixed combustion comes from Equation (1). Then, the
actual composition of the reacting mixture is achieved by weighting the previous two
compositions on the normalized progress variable c. The final structure of the implemented
model is represented in Figure 2, where the red dashed box is disabled when the CFM
is used.

FAM
𝑏 − Ξ equations

CFM
𝑐 − Σ equations

CFD 
solver

Laminar flame speed correlation

Composition 
look-up table

0-D kernel 
model

𝑆!

𝜌!𝑆!Ξ ∇𝑏𝜌!𝑆!Σ 𝑏𝑐

OR

𝑝, 𝐿" , 𝑇!, 𝑇#
𝑈, 𝜌, 𝜌!, 𝜌#
𝑢$, 𝜀, 𝑍 𝑓

𝑌3%

Figure 2. Schematic of the CFM and FAM combustion models embedded into the same numeri-
cal structure.

2.2. The Flame Area Model

The Flame Area Model proposed by Weller [19,23] is based on the resolution of a
regress variable b equation [19,23]:

∂ρb̃
∂t

+∇ ·
(
ρŨb̃

)
−∇ ·

(
µt∇b̃

)
= ρuS̃uΞ̃|∇b̃|+ ω̇ign (6)

while the flame–turbulence interaction is modelled by solving a transport equation for the
flame wrinkle parameter Ξ [19]:

∂ρΞ̃
∂t

+ ρÛs · ∇Ξ̃ = ρGΞ− ρR(Ξ− 1) (7)
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In Equation (7), coefficients G and R are estimated as [19]

G = R
Ξ∗a − 1

Ξ∗a
and R =

0.28
τη

Ξ∗a
Ξ∗a − 1

(8)

in which Ξ∗a is modelled according to [29]

Ξ∗a = 1 + f
(

Ξ∗eq − 1
)

(9)

to mimic the transition from laminar (Ξ∗a = 1) to fully turbulent conditions (Ξ∗a = Ξ∗eq)
through the averaging parameter f . More details about f computation can be found in [29].
In this work, Ξ∗eq is modelled according to Gulder [38]:

Ξ∗eq = 1 + Ξcoe f

√
u′

Su
Rη (10)

whereRη is the Kolmogorov Reynolds number. The interpolation of many sets of exper-
imental data suggested that Ξcoe f should be 0.62 [38], but fine-tuning of this parameter
is allowed.

Regarding the prediction of both the laminar flame speed and the mixture chemical
composition, the same methodologies described in Section 2.1 were used. The model
schematic is shown by Figure 2, where the yellow dashed box is disabled when the FAM
is used.

3. Experimental Configuration and Numerical Setup
3.1. The Darmstadt Stratified Burner: Features and Investigated Cases

The experimental rig of the Darmstadt TSF burner is characterised by three staged
co-flow concentric tubes [25]. The central tube is the pilot from which hot burned products
are released to ignite the surrounding fresh mixture. The pilot wall is made of ceramic
material, but it is not perfectly insulated [39]. However, as a first step in this work, it is
assumed adiabatic, leaving the study of the heat losses to a future analysis. The other two
annular tubes (called slots 1 and 2) supply a fresh and turbulent fuel–air mixture. The
burner is placed inside a 600 mm-wide air co-flow to shield the flame from the surrounding
environment. Further details about the applied experimental measurement techniques can
be found in [25].

Between the available flame configurations [25], the CH4-air flame of type A is selected.
In particular, the isothermal flow case A-i2 and the reactive case A-r are investigated in this
work; their main features are summarised in Table 1. The isothermal non-reacting case A-i2
is used to evaluate the capability of the chosen numerical methodology in predicting the
flow field features where the combustion will occur, assessing the mesh quality performance.
Then, the reacting case A-r is selected to clarify the applicability limits of the selected
flamelet-based approaches (CFM and FAM) on HULP mixtures. In fact, the interaction
between the high-speed lean mixture from slot 2 (10 m/s, φ = 0.6) and the external slow
air co-flow (0.1 m/s) generates a region where the combined effects of shear and mixture
stratification can be used to clarify the limit of flamelet-based approaches towards turbulent
HULP mixtures.

Table 1. Flow parameters of the two investigated conditions.

Case φpilot φslot1 φslot2 upilot uslot1 uslot2 Repilot Reslot1 Reslot2 ucof low

A-i2 0 0 0 10 10 10 9800 13,800 13,300 0.1
A-r 0.9 0.9 0.6 1 10 10 980 13,800 13,300 0.1

Equivalence ratios φ (–); calculated bulk velocities from unburned gas properties u (m/s); Reynolds numbers Re
(–) (based on the bulk velocity and hydraulic diameter).
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3.2. Numerical Setup

The flamelet-based approaches investigated in this study are implemented by the
authors in the LibICE code and embedded into the same numerical structure used for SI
engine simulations. LibICE is a set of solvers and libraries based on the OpenFOAM®

technology, which is an open-source platform involving a 3-D finite volume discretization.
The conservation equations of mass, momentum, chemical species and energy are solved
with the RANS approach using the standard k-ε model for turbulence.

Concerning the adopted computational domain, a 3-D axisymmetric analysis of the
Darmstadt TSF burner is considered. This choice is motivated by the symmetrical features
of the burner geometry, which is characterized by three concentric tubes. Therefore, a 3-D
wedge domain of 5 degrees is considered, as depicted in Figure 3. The flow effects on the
third dimension (z-axis, namely the tangential direction) are therefore considered, thanks
to a suitable boundary condition applied on the wedge sides.

Figure 3. 3-D axisymmetric wedge domain for the numerical investigation of the Darmstadt
TSF burner.

The jet injection direction (pipes axis) is defined as y coordinate, whereas the radial
direction is defined as r (or x).Because experimental measurements were performed until
200 mm downstream from the pilot exit section [25], whose axial position is defined as
y = 0 mm (see Figure 4), the computational domain was extended until y = 300 mm to
avoid possible numerical effects of the outlet boundary on the region of interest. In the
radial direction, the domain was extended up to 250 mm (Figure 3, the right side), while to
simulate the effect of the flame holder, a mesh was generated up to 50 mm upstream from
the pilot exit section.
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Figure 4. The computational mesh in the vicinity of the burner exit region for: (a) the non−reacting
case A-i2; and (b) the reacting case A-r.

Figure 4 shows the structured grid of cubic hexahedra employed for the numerical
investigation. An average cell dimension of 0.5 mm is used inside the burner and where
the flame is stabilized, while the mesh is gradually coarsened until 1 mm close to the side
boundary. At pipes walls, the cell side is calibrated to achieve y+ values greater than 30,
allowing a correct application of wall functions for the k-ε turbulence model. To optimize
the total mesh dimension in terms of cells number, a sensitivity analysis is carried out on
both non-reacting A-i2 and reacting A-r cases. In light of this investigation, available in
Appendix A, a mesh of 80k cells is selected for all numerical simulations.

Similar to [40], the flame holder geometry is not included in reacting case A-r simula-
tions; hence, for the sake of simplicity, only 15 mm of the domain upstream from the pilot
exit section are considered, as shown in Figure 4b.

Concerning boundaries, no-slip adiabatic conditions are used at walls, whereas slip
conditions are employed for the lateral confinement of the air co-flow. A fully-turbulent
flow velocity profile is imposed at slot 1 and 2 inlet because the considered computational
domain is shorter than the actual pipe length. A uniform velocity profile of 0.1 m/s is
applied, instead, at the inlet of the coflow. For the reacting case A-r only, a fully burned
mixture (c = 1) and a uniform bulk flow velocity of about 10 m/s are imposed at the pilot
inlet because no experimental measurements are available inside the pilot pipe.

The values of the constants belonging to the investigated flamelet-based models
are specified in Table 2, where all parameters are chosen after a suitable fine calibration.
Concerning the prediction of chemical composition, the lookup table used for this purpose
is generated by using the GRI-Mech 3.0 kinetic model [37].
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Table 2. Model constants used in this work.

Constant CFM FAM

α 2.0 -
ltc 1.26× 10−3 -
Aik 1.5 -
β 1.2 -
C 0.7 -

Ξcoe f - 0.1

CFM: CFM model (Section 2.1); FAM: FAM model (Section 2.2). For the sake of clarity, α and β coefficients belong
to Equation (5).

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Non-Reacting Case A-i2

The non-reacting case A-i2 is basically used to assess the numerical setup and the
mesh quality before advancing to the reactive cases. No combustion modelling is required
because of the nature of the case (pure air flows out from all pipes, see Table 1). The
numerical–experimental comparison is carried out only at three different axial distances
from the pilot exit section because measurements on condition A-i2 are available only at
y = 1, 50 and 100 mm, as shown by Figure 5.

Figure 5. Axial locations where experimental measurements of conditions A-i2 (blue) and A-r (yellow)
of Table 1 are available.

In Figure 6, the computed axial Uy and radial Ur velocity distributions, as well as the
predicted turbulence intensity u′ trend, are compared with the experimental measurements.
At the lowest axial position (y = 1 mm), namely close to the burner exit, the trend shows
three hump-shaped axial velocity profiles because of the wake regions generated above
the concentric pipe walls by the three high-velocity outflow jets. Further downstream, the
velocity humps smear out due to the flow mixing. The numerical results of axial velocity
show a satisfactory agreement with experimental measurements despite a slight under-
prediction at y = 1 mm in the wake of the flame holder. In addition, the agreement between
computed and measured radial velocity distributions is rather satisfactory, in particular at
y = 50 mm and y = 100 mm.
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Figure 6. Case A-i2: radial distributions of mean axial velocity Uy (a); mean radial velocity Ur (b);
and mean turbulence intensity u′ (c); computed at various axial positions y in comparison with
experimental data. Hereafter, following the increase of r, the vertical grey dashed, dotted and dashed-
dotted lines correspond to the radial positions of the inner and outer walls of the pilot, slot 1 and slot
2, respectively.

Concerning turbulence intensity, as expected three peaks are found at y = 1 mm due
to the presence of mixing shear layers in the wake regions above the concentric pipes walls.
Further downstream from the burner, the flow seems mixed; hence only one peak appears
due to the velocity gradient between the high-velocity jet flows and the slower co-flow. As
can be also observed, the k-ε turbulence model performs well, especially far from the burner
exit (y = 50 mm and y = 100 mm) where the flow velocity gradients are smoother (compare
to left and central columns of Figure 6), producing anyway a reasonable prediction of the
complex flow field at y = 1 mm. The good agreement between the numerical results and
experimental measurements on the non-reacting case A-i2 indicates that the numerical
setup in terms of mesh quality, way of imposing the boundary conditions and turbulence
model are suitable to numerically study the TSF burner and advance to the combustion case.

4.2. Reacting Case A-r
4.2.1. Flame Regimes

With the purpose to verify the applicability limits of the flamelet concept, an assess-
ment on the combustion regimes experienced by the TSF burner flame at various positions
after the pilot exit section was performed on the investigated condition A-r. However,
as confirmed by an a priori analysis based on Figure 6, it is expected that at high axial
positions y, the flame will interact with a broad shear layer generated by the surrounding
slow co-flow of air, hence with a region characterized also by a strong mixture stratifica-
tion.Therefore, to provide a deeper understanding of this phenomenon, at each investigated
axial distance from pilot the flame regime was evaluated at several positions inside the
flame brush, especially at low c values where there is an high probability of detecting fresh,
as well as lean, mixture conditions.

Figure 7 shows a comparison on the the Borghi–Peters diagram [20,41] between the
combustion regimes achieved with CFM and FAM combustion models, represented in
red and blue colours, respectively, at all axial locations where measurements of reacting
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scalars are available. Three different c values were selected for the investigation. The first
is c = 0.5 (Figure 7 bottom row), where the probability to find fresh or burnt mixture is
the same. The other two are c = 0.05 and 0.01 (Figure 7 central and top row) because the
regions are very close to the “cold-tail” of the flame brush. Axial positions up to y = 45 mm
are shown in Figure 7a column, while the furthest locations are represented in Figure 7b
column. A graphical representation of the investigated flame brushes and the related c
iso-values is provided by Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Case A-r: numerical flame regimes achieved with CFM (red) and FAM (blue) at different axial
positions y, evaluated at three values of normalized progress variable: c = 0.5, c = 0.05 and c = 0.01, from
bottom to top line. Column (a): 5 mm ≤ y ≤ 45 mm; column (b): 75 mm ≤ y ≤ 200 mm.
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Figure 8. Case A-r: comparison between normalized progress variable c fields achieved with FAM
(left half) and CFM (right half) models, including iso−lines (solid white) of c = 0.5, c = 0.05 and
c = 0.01 (from burner axis towards increasing radii, respectively).

As can be observed in Figure 7a column, at all axial positions closer to the pilot exit
section a corrugated flamelet can be detected through the whole flame brush, with a slight
shift towards the distributed reaction region as the c value decreases. A small exception
is represented by the y = 5 mm position, where the trend seems opposite; however, its
flame regimes at all c values are very close to a unitary Karlovitz number. Therefore, up to
y = 45 mm, the flamelet assumption can be considered valid over the whole flame brush
for both adopted combustion models.

Different conclusions can be drawn for the furthest axial locations investigated by
Figure 7b column. As can be seen, at each y position the flame regime tends to move
from the corrugated flamelet towards the broken reaction condition as the “cold-tail” of the
flame brush is approached (from bottom to top row). This behaviour is observed with
both combustion models, with the CFM always more shifted towards the broken reaction
condition. A sensitivity with respect to y value can be also noticed. In particular, the
y = 200 mm position represents the worst case in terms of flamelet assumption validity.
Here, both CFM and FAM models predict a broken reaction combustion regime over at least
half of the flame brush (0.01 ≤ c ≤ 0.5). Therefore, from y = 75 mm onward, the flamelet
assumption cannot be considered valid over the whole flame brush for both adopted
combustion models. This limit affects higher and higher values of c as much as the axial
distance from the pilot increases.

4.2.2. Numerical–Experimental Comparison

A comparison between the available experimental measurements and the numerical
results achieved with both CFM and FAM models was carried out to clarify the impact of
what we observed in Section 4.2.1 about flame regimes.

Figure 9 compares numerical and experimental radial trends of mean temperature
T ((a) column) and mixture fraction Z ((b) column) for axial positions up to y = 45 mm.
Here, the validity of the flamelet assumption for numerical results was verified (Figure 7a
column), and a graphical representation of computed T and Z fields, including the c
iso-values used for the flame regime investigation, is provided by Figure 10. As can be
observed from Figure 9a column, all numerical approaches seem to provide a rather good
estimation of the flame brush position and evolution in terms of T distribution. This is true
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despite two issues: an overestimation of the temperature above the pilot pipe (r < 7 mm),
especially close to the exit section (y = 5 mm), and the tendency to slightly underestimate
the flame position as the y value increases (y > 25 mm). Both aspects can be explained
by the adiabatic condition applied to the pilot wall, which is not fully consistent with
the measured heat losses [39,40,42]. In fact, because the fine-tuning of numerical models
coefficients was performed close to the pilot wall (y = 5 mm), a slight underestimation of
the flame speed has to be expected where heat loss effects become negligible (y > 25 mm).
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Figure 9. Case A-r: radial profiles of mean temperature T (a); and mean mixture fraction Z (b); computed
with different models at axial positions 5 mm ≤ y ≤ 45 mm in comparison with experimental data.

The satisfactory behaviour of both CFM and FAM models is also confirmed by the
radial evolution of Z (Figure 9b column), which is almost perfectly captured. Nevertheless,
it is worth mentioning that nonphysical values of Z were measured close to the burner
axis from y = 25 mm and above, causing an overestimation of its real value. This can be at-
tributed to improper background corrections at low number densities of CO and CH4 [42].
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Case A-r: comparison between mean temperature T (a); and mean mixture fraction Z (b);
fields achieved with FAM and CFM models, including iso-lines (solid white) of c = 0.5, c = 0.05 and
c = 0.01 (from burner axis towards increasing radii, respectively).

Focusing, instead, on the farthest region from the pilot exit section, different obser-
vations can be made.Figure 11 compares numerical and experimental radial trends of
mean temperature T ((a) column) and mixture fraction Z ((b) column) for axial positions
y ≥ 75 mm. Here, the flamelet assumption cannot be considered valid over the whole flame
brush for both CFM and FAM models (Figure 7b column). A graphical representation of
computed T and Z fields is still provided by Figure 10. By looking at Figure 11a column, a
significant difference between computed and measured results in terms of T distribution
can be observed. All numerical flame brushes are narrower than the experimental one,
with a difference that increases with the y value. This phenomenon can be explained by
the limitation of the flamelet assumption on which both CFM and FAM approaches rely
when approaching turbulent HULP mixtures (increasingly low Z values and u′ > 0.5 m/s).
In particular, because this limitation involves higher c values as the axial distance from
the pilot increases, a growing underestimation of the measured T close to the “cold-tail”
of the flame brush is observed as y increases (Figure 11a column). This misprediction of
the combustion process also affects the computed Z distribution. In fact, as shown by
Figure 11b column, increasing under-predictions of the experimental findings are observed,
especially at high radial values.
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Figure 11. Case A-r: radial profiles of mean temperature T (a); and mean mixture fraction Z (b);
computed with different models at axial positions 75 mm ≤ y ≤ 200 mm in comparison with
experimental data.

To further support the thesis that limitations of the flamelet assumption cause signifi-
cant discrepancies between numerical results and experimental measurements when the
flame approaches turbulent HULP mixtures (Figure 11), a possible misalignment between
the mixing and reaction layers can be neglected, as demonstrated by a previous study on
the TSF A-r condition [43].

The effects produced by the limitation of the flamelet assumption on both CFM and
FAM models, observed when y ≥ 75 mm, also impact the flow velocity and turbulence
prediction. Figure 12 compares numerical and experimental radial trends of mean axial Uy
((a) column) and radial Ur ((b) column) velocities, as well as the turbulence intensity u′ ((c)
column), at three different axial positions: y = 50, 75 and 200 mm (from bottom to top row).
As can be observed, a satisfactory numerical–experimental agreement is achieved when
the combustion phenomenon is properly captured (Figure 12, bottom row). In fact, near
y = 50 mm the flamelet assumption is still valid over the whole flame brush (Figure 7a
column). Nevertheless, the adiabatic assumption imposed at the pilot wall still has some
consequences inside the flame core at this distance. The first is the Uy over-prediction close
to the burner axis (Figure 12a column, bottom row). The second is the underestimation of
the Ur imposed by the flame to the mixture above slot 2 (Figure 12b column, bottom row,
20 mm < r < 30 mm). Concerning the furthest axial locations y = 75 and 200 mm, from the
central and top rows of Figure 12 significant discrepancies are observed between numerical
results and experimental measurements for all investigated magnitudes. This is consistent
with the observed limitation of the flamelet assumption on both CFM and FAM models in
these regions.

A final observation can be made by comparing CFM and FAM model behaviour. By
looking at Figures 11 and 12, it can noticed how the flame predicted by the FAM approach
seems more limited by the validity range of the flamelet assumption than the CFM strategy.
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In fact, if the flame surface density model is able to predict a wider and more shifted flame
brush towards the air co-flow, this seems not true for the flame area approach.
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Figure 12. Case A-r: radial profiles of mean axial velocity Uy (a); mean radial velocity Ur (b); and
mean turbulence intensity u′ (c); computed with different models at axial positions y = 50, 75 and
200 mm in comparison with experimental data.

4.2.3. The Combustion Effects: Case A-i2 vs. Case A-r

Despite the limits observed when approaching turbulent HULP mixtures, this section
provides a deeper insight into the capabilities of the selected modelling approaches (CFM
and FAM) in predicting the combustion effects on the flow field of the TSF burner. A
comparison between the isothermal (A-i2) and the reacting (A-r) configurations of condition
A is carried out.

Figure 13 shows the effects of the combustion event on the radial profiles of axial
velocity Uy ((a) column), radial velocity Ur ((b) column) and turbulence intensity u′ ((c)
column). Here, the experimental findings are plotted, together with all achieved numerical
results, to assess the models capabilities in predicting the measured trends. At both
available axial positions, all numerical approaches seem able to estimate the combustion
effects on the flow field of case A, such as the wider radial distribution of Uy ((a) column),
the radial acceleration of the fresh mixture ((b) column) and the shift towards higher radii
of the shear layer with the air co-flow ((c) column). Analyzing each axial position, at
y = 50 mm the results are rather nice, and small discrepancies can be observed. As already
discussed, they are caused by the adiabatic assumption adopted in this study on the pilot
wall (see Section 4.2.2). For what concerns the other axial distance (y = 100 mm), the
investigated combustion models fail in providing accurate and reliable results. Only a
rough estimation of the reacting process is achieved due to the limitation of the flamelet
assumption detected at this position and the related mispredictions on the “cold-tail” of
the flame brush (see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Therefore, this demonstrates how tricky
this limitation of flamelet-based models on turbulent HULP mixtures is,particularly when
modelling more complex configurations (e.g., SI engines). In fact, in such cases, the presence
of many additional uncertainties affecting the numerical results, as well as the apparently
satisfactory numerical trend, make the detection of this source of error almost impossible .
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Figure 13. Radial distributions of mean axial velocity Uy (a); mean radial velocity Ur (b); and mean
turbulence intensity u′ (c); computed at y = 50 and 100 mm from the pilot exit section, in comparison
with the experimental data, for both the non-reacting (A-i2) and reacting (A-r) cases of condition A.
For case A-i2, the single non-reacting result is included (Figure 6), while for case A-r both CFM and
FAM models are considered (Figure 12).

5. Conclusions

An assessment of two different flamelet-based models, the Coherent Flame Model
(CFM) and the Flame Area Model (FAM), is carried out to clarify their applicability limits
on homogeneous ultra-lean premixed (HULP) mixtures. The experimental steady-state,
open flame type “A” of the Darmstadt TSF burner, is selected for the assessment.

In light of the achieved results, it can be stated that both CFM and FAM approaches
are able to predict the combustion evolution with reasonable accuracy only when “classical”
flamelet configurations are detected. This was observed in the vicinity of the burner exit
(y ≤ 45 mm) where the flamelet assumption is fully valid because an homogeneous and
shear-less CH4-air mixture, with a λ ≈ 1.1, is burned.

On the other hand, when typical conditions of turbulent HULP mixtures are observed,
the investigated models failed to provide accurate and reliable results because the combus-
tion regime is significantly outside the flamelet applicability limits (Ka > 100). Only a rough
estimation of the reacting process is achieved in such conditions, as observed at the furthest
axial locations (y ≥ 75 mm). In fact, as y increases, turbulent HULP mixtures conditions
(λ → ∞ and u′ = 1.5 ÷ 2 m/s) gradually affect the experimental flame features. As a
consequence, the flamelet assumption starts to fail. This happens, first, at the “cold-tail” of
the flame brush (c ≈ 0.01), then higher c values are affected as y increases. Accordingly, all
numerical predictions of the measured flame position become increasingly worse.

However, if more complex experimental rigs are investigated (e.g., SI engines) instead
of simplified flame configurations (e.g., TSF flame A), the aforementioned numerical–
experimental discrepancies could be ascribed to other uncertainties. This explains why
such numerical models can also be applied to novel SI engine configurations operated with
increasingly lean mixtures.

Nevertheless, considering that the current pathway of SI engine design and optimiza-
tion is characterized by a continuous shift of the lean operation limit towards extremely
high relative air/fuel ratios (turbulent HULP mixtures), these flamelet-based models need
to be extended or modified to significantly improve 3D-CFD simulations of such extreme
combustion modes.
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Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:

Aik tensor describing flame orientation factors
b regress variable (unburned mass fraction)
c normalised progress variable (burned mass fraction)
C CFM model constant for destruction term
CS ignition strength parameter
dign ignition diameter
D flame surface density destruction term
Dlam flame surface density destruction term for laminar-only regime
Dturb flame surface density destruction term for fully-turbulent regime
f parameter for laminar-to-turbulent flame transition (laminar: f = 0; turbulent: f → 1)
G coefficient of flame wrinkling generation term
k turbulent kinetic energy
lt integral length scale
ltc length scale (introduced for dimensional reasons and set according to [22])
lδ flame inner layer thickness
n flame surface normal direction towards fresh mixture
p pressure
pre f reference pressure
rign ignition radius
rk early flame kernel radius
R coefficient of flame wrinkling reduction term
Rη Kolmogorov Reynolds number
S flame surface density production term
Skernel kernel flame surface imposed by the ignition process
Slam flame surface density production term for laminar-only regime
Sturb flame surface density production term for fully-turbulent regime
Su unstrained laminar flame speed
Su,re f unstrained laminar flame speed at reference conditions (Tre f ,pre f )
SΞ coefficient for flame wrinkling distribution across the flame
t time
T temperature
Tre f reference temperature
u′ turbulence intensity
U flow velocity vector
Ui flow velocity component
Ûs surface-filtered flame velocity
Vcell volume of the cell including the ignition position

https://osf.io/wndus/
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W coefficient for reference unstrained laminar flame speed computation
xi Cartesian coordinate
Yb,i chemical species mass fraction in burned mixture
Yc not normalised progress variable
Yi chemical species mass fraction
Yu,i chemical species mass fraction in unburned mixture
Z mixture mass fraction

α

coefficient of CFM model production term S;
temperature ratio exponent for unstrained laminar flame speed computation;
alignment angle between progress variable ∇Yc (or ∇c) and mixture fraction ∇Z gradients

β
coefficient of CFM model destruction term D;
pressure ratio exponent for unstrained laminar flame speed computation

ΓK ITNFS (Intermittent Turbulent Flame Stretch) model function, according to [18,30]
δl laminar flame thickness
∆tign ignition duration
ε turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate

η
Kolmogorov length scale;
Equivalence ratio exponent for reference unstrained laminar flame speed computation

µt turbulent dynamic viscosity
µu dynamic viscosity of unburned mixture
ξ exponent for reference unstrained laminar flame speed computation
Ξ flame wrinkling
Ξa algebraic model of flame wrinkling distribution
Ξ∗a algebraic model of flame wrinkling distribution at equilibrium conditions
Ξcoe f calibration coefficient of algebraic flame wrinkling
Ξ∗eq algebraic model of flame wrinkling distribution at fully turbulent equilibrium conditions
ρ mixture density
ρu unburned mixture density
Σ flame surface density
Σk flame surface density of the mesh cell including the ignition position
τη Kolmogorov time scale
φ equivalence ratio
ω̇ign ignition source term
∂ partial derivative
∇ nabla operator

Appendix A. Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

The optimization of the computational grid is carried out on both non-reacting (A-i2)
and reacting (A-r) investigated cases, to minimize the computational costs without grid-
biased numerical results. The mean axial Uy and radial Ur velocities, as well as the mixture
fraction Z, are selected as reference parameters to understand when numerical results are
independent from mesh refinement. Three different mesh dimensions are tested: 20k, 80k
and 160k cells.

As it can be evinced from Figures A1 and A2, in which also the non-reacting u′

distributions are reported (Figure A1 (c) column), the convergence of all numerical results
is achieved at a mesh dimension of 80k cells. Therefore, this mesh type is chosen as the best
trade-off between computational time and accuracy of results. A detail of this mesh near
burner walls can be observed in Figure 4 and it spans from cubic cells of about 0.5 mm in
the most refined regions to cells of 1 mm side far from the burning area, as mentioned in
Section 3.2.
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Figure A1. Case A-i2: radial distributions of mean axial velocity Uy (a), mean radial velocity Ur (b)
and mean turbulence intensity u′ (c) computed at various axial positions (y = 1, 50 and 100 mm) with
different mesh resolutions (20k, 80k and 160k cells) in comparison with experimental data.
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Figure A2. Case A-r: radial distributions of mean axial velocity Uy (a), mean radial velocity Ur (b)
and mean mixture fraction Z (c) computed at various axial positions (y = 50, 75 and 200 mm) with
different mesh resolutions (20k, 80k and 160k cells) in comparison with experimental data.
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